Prayer Across America: Week 6

Welcome back to Week 6!
If you are new to Prayer Across
America, read this post first.
A few words of explanation are in order. This is actually our
8th week on the road. Due to visiting relatives in St. Louis
and having guests with us, I didn’t get up a post sooner but
was still praying as I drove. So to catch everyone up, Mark
and I left from our break in Indianapolis on June 6 and have
been through Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri. We just crossed
in to Kansas yesterday, so keep these states in your prayers
this week.

What to Pray About
Here are some suggested topics of prayer for this week, and of
course pray as the Lord directs you.
Heat wave. Much of the nation is sweltering in a heat
wave, and we have been dealing with it ourselves. We are
changing our planned course of riding/RVing and heading
north into Nebraska and on to Portland instead of
through Denver to try and reach some cooler
temperatures. California and Arizona are supposed to be
well over 100 degrees this upcoming week.
School is out. With most schools now out for the summer,
we can focus some prayers on safety for children and
teenagers, that they will have worthwhile activities and
jobs for the summer, and for family time together.
Unity. Please spend some time praying that our country
unifies and stops the hate-filled speech.
Revival. Pray that revival sweeps through our country.
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Feel free to add your prayers below and any prayer other
prayer topics you would like to mention.
Pray on!

What Am I Missing?

Mary
at
Mahseh
working away!
I looked over at Mary furiously typing away, hunched over her
keyboard eyes locked on the screen. I had been in the same
position myself for the last 90 minutes sitting next to her at
the desk. We were at the beautiful Mahseh retreat center
having been blessed to find this secluded haven on Lake Bruce
in Indiana. With a new study launching in just a few months,
we pushed our minds into high gear, brainstorming ideas.

Our desk nestled in front of a bank of windows overlooking the
lake, and I glanced up transfixed by the scene in front of me.
Unnoticed by us, God was mixing his palette of paints and
dusting his sky canvas with gorgeous hues. Crimson reds
blended with tangerine oranges as the sun sank in a fiery
ball.
“Mary, look!” I said and pointed out the window. She looked up
and gasped, bleary-eyed from her work. While the sun dropped
below the horizon, we both soaked up God’s latest masterpiece.
“We almost missed that,” Mary said. “God plunked us down in
the middle of all this beauty, and we almost missed it because
we were so focused on our work.” She made a bug-eyed look and
stared at her screen in a perfect imitation of us over the
last few hours.We both giggled at how funny she looked, but
the irony wasn’t lost on us.

I wonder how often we go through life oblivious to the gifts
God gives us.
We run furiously from task to task, missing people in front of
us, nature surrounding us, and the strains of music wafting
through the air. God created us with five senses and all too
often we forget to use them. We need to remember to
pause throughout our day, look up, and notice the intersection
of the sacred and the everyday. Because it’s where these two
meet that we find the fingerprints of God.
Where have you seen Him today? Share your sighting below.

